
 

Hello New Astro’s fans….and don’t act like you cared before, because you didn’t….I 

didn’t….. 

First we survived Harvey, who would have thought the Astro’s would finish us off 

with the sleep deprivation and heart attacks the past few games have caused….. 

OK, 33 out of 180 of our beautiful new street signs are installed.  Pifer, Creekwood, 
and Beinhorn are done and spectacular.  Memorial Drive is next week, then we will 
begin on the north/south and interior streets.  At this rate we’ll be done by 
Christmas.  We’ve sold 47 of our old signs, so if you want to get yours, contact Tom 
Fullen and see if it’s still available…..what a great Christmas gift, and only $100! 

Last night our 1 year "new", digital bad mama, traffic light controller box at Beinhorn 
and Voss got pulverized by a driver.  Lights were out for a few hours but we got them 
back up and running….slowly.  Good news, driver is fine….bad news the car won and 
box was totaled…poor guy looked like a gutted R2D2…wires hanging out, all smashed 
up…lights fading….buzzed a couple times then died…..  Custom built for our times 
and traffic. So we’re investigating costs now and having another one built.  Good 
news, Driver’s insurance is paying, bad news it will be as long as a few months to get 
it built, as it’s a custom job.  I ask you please bear with us as there will be issues with 
short lights and long lights and all of the issues we had before we went to the new 
digital box.  We are doing everything possible to expedite the process, so please be 
patient. 

Don’t forget the “License to Carry handgun” class, at City hall, Nov. 15th is almost sold 
out, so sign up by emailing the instructor Randy 
Woodum rcw@allservicescorp.com  Also a great gift, if you don’t buy them a street 
sign. 

OK, be patient with the lights, we’re headed to Thanksgiving, and GO ASTRO’S!..... 

Jim Pappas 
Mayor 
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